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Eastern region leaders, CSOs challenge proposed 1% tax on mobile money transactions

“Much as it is intended to
generate revenue, this tax
is unfair to Ugandans;
especially the poor and
vulnerable people…”
Members of the Civil Society Movement and local
leaders including religious leaders from the Eastern
part of Uganda have resolved to challenge their
area MPs with SMS messages as a way of
influencing them, to vote against the proposed 1%
tax on the value of transactions on mobile money
during the next financial year 2018/19.
Mbale Municipal Councilor, Francis Kooko addresses participants during the launch of the campaign
against the 1% tax on mobile money transaction value. On the left is CSBAG Budget Policy Specialist, John
Mark Agong. Inset above is a group of CSO members who were present at the event. |@CSBAG2018

The members from the districts of Mbale, Bududa,
Katakwi, Soroti, Mayuge, Kamuli and Jinja, among
other districts in the Eastern Region, on Tuesday, 8th
May, 2018 also resolved to storm offices for their respective MPs, to share with them the dangers of the proposed tax on Mobile Money, which they said will
greatly impact on the economy as well as the vulnerable people such as the women and the youth.
Speaking during a meeting organized by the Civil Society Budget Advocacy Group (CSBAG) at the Reliance View Hotel in Mbale, the members implored the
government to drop the proposed tax, saying it would result into unemployment as a number of Ugandans especially the youth and the women are set to
lose their jobs.
“I say no to the 1% tax on mobile money transaction, because it affects the majority of our people who are poor and vulnerable. It offers employment to
the youth and the women. So taxing it will be doing a disservice to the poor and the disabled,” Christine Wandeba an advocate for the youth and women
rights from Mbale said.
Account for revenue collections
Dan Nangera, the Executive Director Bulambuli initiative for sustainable rural development, also a member of CSBAG urged the government to drop the
proposed tax, to protect Ugandans from what he described as unfair taxation.
Nangera among other CSO members noted that an additional tax on Mobile Money users and the telecom companies would amount to double taxation by
the government.
“Much as it is intended to generate revenue, we feel this tax is unfair to Ugandans especially the poor people. You can imagine someone receiving Shs10,
000 to buy food and at the end of the day, it is taxed. It means they will not have enough left to meet their feeding needs,” asked Nangera.
Pr.Richard Jengo of Mayuge Community Church castigated the government for what he described as increased unfair taxation, whose revenue collection has
not benefited Ugandans in terms of service delivery.
Before enforcing the 1% tax on Mobile Money, Pr. Jengo challenged the government to account for all its revenue collections over the years, saying public
hospitals were lacking drugs. “We cannot afford the 1% proposed levy on mobile money. Let them look for another avenue. We have in the recent past paid
tax, but they have failed to account for it, let them show us value for money by putting drugs in hospitals,” Pr. Jengo said.
Collective action
In their discussion, the members from the Eastern Region resolved that starting Tuesday they would start sending out messages to their MPs to urge them,
not to support the proposed tax. During the meeting, the members who are going to challenge the Mobile money taxation through radio talk shows also
drafted a message which they are going to send out to their MPs.
Reading out the message to the participants, John Mark Agong, a budget specialist from CSBAG quoted the message as; “My MP, My Voice, we have said
No to Mobile Money Tax, say NO to the same”.
The members also agreed to form a WhatsApp group, where they will engage their MPs among other stakeholders about the dangers of the proposed tax
on Mobile Money. In a presentation made by CSBAG, during the dialogue, Mobile Money account ownership rose from 35% in 2014, to 51% in 2017. While
financial institutions account ownership rose from 28% to 33%.
Justifying why the 1% proposed tax on mobile money transaction should be dropped, Agong noted that 61% of MTN mobile money clients transfer less than
Ugx45, 000, adding that imposing the 1% tax on transaction will negatively impact on such Ugandans who use the service.
CSBAG also proposed that the government considers taxing interest income on the float funds which mobile money agents deposit to bank. “If the government
of Uganda taxes the interest commercial banks earn from the float funds, in the worst case scenario at a 3% Treasury bill interest rate, it can collect Shs5b
of the current Shs800b,” he said.
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